W E A R E PAT H F I N D E R S

WINDSTREAM
ENTERPRISE

We are an agile, dependable partner helping businesses navigate the
massive shifts in network technology. WE will reshape and refine your
connectivity and communications, adapting to your innovation roadmap
so you can meet increasingly demanding customer expectations.

S O L U T I O N S
DESIGNED TO ACHIEVE THREE KEY OBJECTIVES

OPTIMIZE

ENGAGE

PROTECT

Solutions to optimize application
performance and reliability, support
IT transformation and cloud adoption
and keep pace with the constantly
growing demand for bandwidth.

Solutions to engage your customers
and end-users, gaining insight into
needs and behaviors, strengthening
relationships and delivering a personalized
customer experience to build loyalty.

Solutions to protect your data, network,
employees and IT assets from the
threat of attack, intrusion or theft
and protect the reputation and value
of your organization and brand.

SD-WAN Concierge™

OfficeSuite UC®

Cloud Firewall & CPE Firewall Insertion

Our team of experts maintains, monitors
and manages your network and
infrastructure so you don’t have to

Easiest UCaaS solution to
use and manage

Managed Network Security
solution provides integrated 24/7
protection, and proactively detects
events before they can turn into
disruptive and costly breaches

Hybrid Networks

Access from anywhere using any device
Most secure UCaaS solution; 100%
encrypted and cloud-based

Combine our SD-WAN with
our nationwide MPLS core for
the best of both worlds

UCaaS

Wavelength Services
Our Cloud Core network architecture
supports SDN orchestration across our
nationwide fiber backbone and supports
1-100Gbps and optical encryption
Switched Ethernet
MEF 2.0 compliant E-line and E-LAN
services built and orchestrated on our
Cloud Core network architecture
Cloud Connect

Best-of-breed solution enables entire
workforce, including mobile and remote
employees to increase productivity
and deliver an exceptional CX
CCaaS
Gives agents the tools needed
to work efficiently
Data and the infrastructure protected in a
secure data center environment with geo
redundancy and a 99.99% uptime SLA

Dedicated connectivity to multiple private
and public cloud service providers

Multi-channel/omni-channel contact
and skills-based routing for optimal CX

Fixed Wireless

Secure WiFi & Analytics

Provide diversity to fiber and get a
99.999% E2E availability SLA when
bundled with Diverse Connect

Cloud and premises-based firewalls
provide a complete solution including
intrusion prevention, application
control, content filtering and more
DDoS Mitigation
Single provider, network‑agnostic
monitoring detection, validation
and mitigation service
SLA for alerting and attack identification
(15 minutes) and mitigation (15 minutes)
Auto-mitigation available for rapid
mitigation against a subset of attacks
PCI Suite
Assess compliance status and meet all
training, reporting and audit requirements
Get reimbursed for eligible data
breach related expenses up to
$100k per location, per year

Separate business and consumer
use while delivering key insights
into customer behavior

F E A T U R I N G

Professional Services + Consulting
BRP Retail Business
& IT Consulting

Network, Security &
Compliance Audits

PCI Lifecycle
Management

An expert team to supplement yours and
quickly scale to take on tough challenges.
Installation
Support

Cloud Vendor
Selection

WHERE WE SHINE

Distributed retail,
healthcare, banking
and service enterprises
investing in CX
Enterprise customers with
geographically distributed
locations who want the
bandwidth and consistent
performance to support
company-wide applications
and services in the cloud.

SD-WAN as a service,
businesses in the state
of cloud adoption
Geographically distributed
customers who need
the network resiliency
and visibility to support
mission-critical apps.

UCaaS and CCaaS for
businesses of all sizes

On-net capacity to meet
bandwidth demands

Moving unified
communications and call
center services to the cloud
is imminent as enterprise
customers need to deliver
the level of personalization
employees and customers
now expect. With existing
solutions approaching end
of life and capital outlay
for new, on-premises
equipment becoming too
prohibitive, UCaaS and
CCaaS are better suited.

As businesses move more
of their mission‑critical or
data-intensive applications to
the cloud, they’re struggling
to meet the demands for
reliable, secure, high-capacity
bandwidth. Businesses
need a provider that can
support their growing
needs across their business
locations with high-capacity
fiber and fixed wireless.

WINDSTREAM ENTERPRISE
A DIFFERENT KIND
OF COMPANY
Innovative solutions tailored
to rapidly changing demands
Deep vertical expertise
A 360° approach—assess,
design, build, manage
A superior CX with
every interaction
> 150,000 fiber route miles
A dedicated local team
committed to your success

ADVANTAGES

POWER
PRODUCTS
Windstream Enterprise is the
nation’s leader in deploying
SD-WAN with 1K+ customers
and 12K+ locations on our
PCI-compliant SD-WAN
solution, delivering
unprecedented control and
application visibility via our
SD-WAN management tool
First provider to deploy
virtual SD-WAN edge
devices at leading CSPs

OfficeSuite UC®: A 100%,
cloud-based UCaaS solution,
with 256 bit encryption
and user-centric portal
Best-of-breed CCaaS
solutions that transform CX
and improve staff productivity
15+ years experience
working with access vendors,
building hybrid networks,
leveraging our MPLS core
and next-gen technologies

MARKET
POSITION
The perfect alternative to
the “Big 3” and the CableCo’s:
nationwide reach and assets
with the agility businesses
need to serve enterprise and
small business customers
Solving business challenges by:
Empowering cloud migration
Enabling employee productivity
Elevating the CX
Enhancing security
and compliance

Advanced Nationwide Network
Windstream Enterprise owns and operates an advanced nationwide network with over 150K fiber route miles and
a proprietary, scalable Cloud Core™ architecture. It was designed from the ground up to empower optimal cloud
application experiences and to dramatically simplify end-to-end deployment and the management of services.

SEATTLE

PORTLAND

MINNEAPOLIS

MADISON

CEDAR RAPIDS
DES MOINES

SALT LAKE CITY

ROCHESTER

GRAND RAPIDS

ANDOVER

DETROIT

MILWAUKEE
KENOSHA
CHICAGO

OMAHA

BUFFALO

CLEVELAND

ALBANY

PITTSBURGH

LINCOLN

AKRON
INDIANAPOLIS

DENVER
KANSAS CITY

ST. LOUIS

COLUMBUS

LEXINGTON*
KNOXVILLE
MEMPHIS
ALBUQUERQUE

RICHMOND
NORFOLK

TULSA
LAS VEGAS

GREENSBORO
CONCORD

NASHVILLE

CHARLOTTE

OKLAHOMA CITY

RALEIGH
LITTLE ROCK

LOS ANGELES

GREENVILLE
COMMERCE

BIRMINGHAM

ANAHEIM
PHOENIX

ATLANTA

FORT WORTH
DALLAS

FITZGERALD

JACKSONVILLE

AUSTIN

TRANSPORT SERVICES

SAN ANTONIO

HOUSTON

NEW ORLEANS
ORLANDO

POP (POINT OF PRESENCE)
TAMPA

FIXED WIRELESS POP

FORT LAUDERDALE

IP NETWORK
IP CORE

MIAMI

CLOUD CORE NODE

Windstream Enterprise has expansive Fixed Wireless availability in 50+ markets, up
to 5Gbps, as well as extensive on-net fiber nationwide. Both provide competitively
priced, diverse access options to support your nationwide transformation to the cloud.

About Windstream Enterprise
Windstream Enterprise collaborates with
businesses across the U.S. to drive digital
transformation by delivering solutions that
solve today’s most complex networking and
communication challenges.
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To learn more about
Windstream Enterprise, visit
windstreamenterprise.com

BALTIMORE
WASHINGTON D.C.

ASHLAND

OAKLAND
SAN JOSE

BOSTON
WESTBOROUGH

NEW YORK CITY
NEWARK
BETHLEHEM
EPHRATA
PHILADELPHIA

ASHBURN

CINCINNATI

LOUISVILLE

SYRACUSE

VIRGINIA BEACH

